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Figure S1. Relative viability of EA.hy926 cells analyzed by CASY after incubation with supernatant of incubated PLGA 1, 2 or 3 coated coverslips. Therefore, 100,000 EA.hy926 cells were seeded in one well of a 24-well plate and cultivated with the supernatant of the respective cultivated PLGA slides for 48 h. For the control group, medium was incubated with coverslips and supernatant added to the cells. The control was set to 100%, each bar represents the mean ± standard error (SEM) of n = 1.

Figure S2. Expression of ICAM-1 mRNA after 48 h transfection by PLGA siICAM or SCRsiRNA coated slides, quantified by qRT-PCR. (a) ICAM-1 expression in EA.hy926, (b) ICAM-1 expression in hVECs. PLGA 1–3 coated glass slides were placed onto cell layer for 48 h. Each bar represents the mean ± standard error of n = 3 with EA.hy926 and n = 5 with hVECs. * Statistical significance p < 0.05; *** statistical significance p < 0.001.
Figure S3. Fluorescence microscopy of cells co-transfected with AF555-siRNA and eGFP-mRNA. The following samples were analyzed: untreated cells, PLGA without RNAs or transfection reagent (+PLGA, −mRNA, −siRNA), PLGA with Lipofectamine® 2000 (+PLGA, +Lipo, −mRNA, −siRNA), PLGA with Lipofectamine® 2000 and mRNA (+PLGA, +Lipo, −siRNA, +mRNA), PLGA with Lipofectamine and siRNA (+PLGA, +Lipo, +siRNA, −mRNA), and PLGA with Lipofectamine, siRNA and mRNA (+PLGA, +Lipo, +siRNA, +mRNA).